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Once upon a time…





16-port Terminal Server (1995)





“Crash Cart”



Out-of-Band Management

An Out-of-Band Management System provides a 
secure alternate path so that a network engineer
can reach the console port of any network device 
even when the production network is disrupted.

“
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Virtualization and Hyperscale Data Centers
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Collapsed Data/Management planes

https://status.cloud.google.com/incident/cloud-networking/19009

https://status.cloud.google.com/incident/cloud-networking/19009


Now, let’s look into the future…



Out-of-Band Management

An Out-of-Band Management System provides a 
secure alternate path so that a network engineer
can reach the console port of any network device 
even when the production network is disrupted.

“



Resilience Fabric

“A Network Resilience Fabric extends the reach 
of other Management Systems at a central 
location to access Remote Infrastructure even if 
the production network is disrupted or not yet 
established.









• As network management becomes automated and distributed, there 
will be a need to deploy management applications at the edge for 
provisioning, monitoring, configuration management, telemetry

• Consider extending current definition of Head Node (currently an 
access gateway and provisioning server) to also include the ability to 
host post-provisioning management applications (or explicitly define 
compute nodes dedicated to run management applications)

• It is no longer about connecting humans to ports. It is about extending 
the reach of management systems (preferably transparently) to the 
edge of the network. Consider defining an “automation gateway” that 
standardizes how that is done 
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To Architects of CORD
Management beyond connectivity and Day-One Provisioning



• The collapsing of management and data planes into the same 
infrastructure drastically reduces the availability, resilience and 
security of edge infrastructure

• Implementation-time decisions can affect the separation of 
planes even when the basic architecture design is solid

• When implementing CORD, ensure the separation is not only 
logical, but includes the physical infrastructure, network links, 
and management applications to ensure resilience from the edge 
to the core 
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To Implementers of CORD
Keep management plane separation in mind



Thank You
Marcio Saito
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